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Byron's Boys

Crystal Plew

As much as Byron has affected writers and scholars over the past two centuries, he has af-

fected modem women, even more. Young girls and older women have been wooed by the idea of

the Byronic hero, myself included. We see Byron's influence imprinted on the covers of romance

novels, posted on billboards, projected on movie screens, and ingrained in the minds and hearts of

women everywhere. The bad boy, the tortured artist, the misunderstood outcast. We think we can

change them. We think only our love could ever free them and bring out their true potential and

happiness. But what would we do with them then?

When I was a teenage girl, all the boys I loved fit into this Byronic category. Certainly, none

were heroes, but all were beautiful, all were rebellious, and all were standing on the brink of dan-

ger. They smoked too many Marlboros, drank too much beer, drove too many fast cars, and got into

too many fights. They had bad grades, bad reputations, and bad ideas behind their lusty eyes. To my
childish heart, they were perfect.

I lived for Byron's boys. I risked my heart, my future, and my life to be near them. How could

the everyday duties of school, home, and work compete with the overwhelming pull of a wild night

with a rebellious teenage boy? Driving fast down a dark deserted road, sitting on a pier at midnight

with a joint and a bottle of peppermint schnapps, lying on the roof in the wee hours of the morning

waiting for the sun to come up—every time with a bad boy. A tormented, abused, neglected boy. A
boy no one else could possibly understand, but me.

And every woman, at some point in her life, has known that boy. That man that no one else

could ever understand. So where did he go? I am certainly not married to him, are you? Probably

not. And if you are, you are probably not happy.

If he is still the rebellious, quick-to-anger lost soul that he was at sixteen, how could we make

a life with him? Making love in a moonlit field does not pay the rent nor does it put food on the

table. Bad boys do not raise healthy, well-adjusted children.

And what if he has changed? What if our love had made all the difference after all? I do not

think that would be ideal either. Truly if Byron's boys lost their passion, their wonder, their tem-

perament, they would no longer be the heroes of our hearts; they would no longer be Byron's boys.

Without the magic, who are they really? Would we be disappointed with them as productive stable

pillars of the community? Would James Dean be as appealing balancing the checkbook and tossing

his dirty socks on the bedroom floor for us to wash?

I think we would rather have our memories. We want to think that our boys are still out there

somewhere—running wild, being free. We want to save them for our fantasies. We want to remem-

ber them as they were when they were young, adventurous, and a little bit dangerous. It is satisfy-

ing to imagine that if things get too rough in real life, one of Byron's boys will ride in on his Harley

and rescue us from washing dishes, folding laundry, and filing taxes.



No Understanding

I walked slowly down to the water

Strolling down by the sea

To ask her in her glory

What she thought of me.

But her answer was not clear

Although her white waves roared

Loud as ever in my ear.

I understood not a word.

I went up into the mountains

And stopped along the way

To see a sturdy mountain

And hear what he had to say.

But his answer was not clear

As he brushed his fingers through my hair.

His voice was very soothing

But the words just were not there.

I sat beside a river

More like a meandering stream

To listen to her flowing

Like a peaceful dream.

But she was too busy

To stop and talk to me.

Perhaps all nature's beauty

Was only meant for me to see.

Kristin Shearin

Eclipse Amy Houser

Mesmerized Rebecca Whitman
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Genesis

I couldn't say much

'bout the birthing of earth

or the way that it cried

as we scurried in mirth

but the blue and the gray

and the green of the sea

and the light in the sky

meant so much to me

I couldn't replay

the becoming of man
or how it all fit

into Heaven's great plan

but the blue and the gray

and the green of the sea

and the light in the sky

meant so much to me

So I sat by the sea

and watched the tide rise

and the foam wash away

every thing I despise

and the blue and the gray

and the green of the sea

and the light in the sky

meant so much to me

Rebecca Whitman

Through Amphibious Eyes

Remember how we swam at first through birth

amorphous cells divided into kinds

and how we navigated the green murk

our limbs erupting, our new gills apart

and then we crawled and then we stood erect.

Now that we breathe, two-legged, on the land

we fail to recognize our double lives.

We fear the webbed-foot life beneath the pond.

Margaret Boothe Baddour
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What Foul Business Have You Here?

What is this that's called the real world

Apart from the sheltered life?

What is this song called misery

That tours with death and strife?

What does it have to do with me
And why should it come near

My door? It stayed away so long.

What business has it here?

Maybe it came along with pain

Or maybe just with fear,

Or maybe came with both of them

Because of age or years.

Who needs what's called the real world?

I certainly do not

Nor do my spouse and children.

Why should we in that web be caught?

What does it have to do with me
And why should it come near

My life? It stayed away so long.

What business has it here?

What is this that's called the real world?

I'd just prefer it go away

And never try to bother me
Nor e'er I'd let it stay.

Kristin Shearin

Mirror Image Amanda Ballree



In the Bath with George Harrison

His arms around my waist

we sit in the shower.

Our clothes —black, as shadow

grey as smoke—are a stain

on white porcelain.

We are awash in the sequined

hiss and splash of water.

It falls from his eyelashes

onto my flat black hat,

rolls to the edge and hangs

a crystalline pendant.

He reaches for a towel.

It is the moon—distant, virgin.

His fingers mar the surface

with eighth notes.

He cannot be dry.

We will never be dry.

Judith Benedetto

Jack Amy Houser

5 Lines and 4 Spaces

5 lines and 4 spaces

Used by many to create art to its fullest.

Circles thrown on paper to astonish spectators world wide.

Rectangles used to symbolize nothing,

Yet nothing completes the masterpiece.

One might wonder how organized ink splotches can create such an incredible mood.

It's not the wasted ink, unusual circles or stretched squares.

It isn't even the 5 lines or 4 spaces.

It's actually the humanistic characteristics the music portrays in the setting it creates when

released in its own spheres.

The different vibrations are nothing but a thief of one's emotions.

It can turn a mad man into Cupid,

But transform love's arrows into a predator's tools.

These lines, shapes, and characteristics aren't symbols of music created by a composer.

It symbolizes a composer that has been created by the music.

All created on a canvas of 5 lines and 4 spaces.

Donald Benton
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Lost for Words

Cathy Moran

He sat waiting at the stoplight at Oak and Main, Dolores idling beneath him. Her name had

been Deloris when he bought her; the shiny red paint and gleaming chrome put him in mind of a

girl by that name he'd known in high school. She had been the one the boys fell all over them-

selves about, happy, smiling, full of energy and high spirits. As the truck had aged, as the miles

added up, as the paint faded and grew chipped, and as the rust spots appeared around the wheel

wells and the driver's door, the vowel changes had seemed appropriate to him. He'd told himself

she'd not notice. It surely sounded the same to her when he'd try to sweet talk his way around

her recalcitrant second gear or coax her through a mudhole or maybe just companionably ob-

serve that they'd made it home again.

He thought about the fence posts in the bed, calculating how long it would take to fix the

stretch of fence in the lower field. Thank goodness it was the west side, and he'd have some

shade.

He listened critically and approvingly to the engine. "Runnin' good today," he thought.

Chuckling, he said, "Ought to, as much attention as 1 pay to your internal parts." Still, he knew

that idling was her strong suit now; he was going to have to repair the transmission (well, replace

it really) but he dreaded the job. Besides, he knew how to work around the places that weren't

cooperative any longer. On the open road, he could skip second gear altogether.

The hot summer air puffed in the window, bringing the smell of hot road oil and magnolia

blossoms, making him suddenly aware of the damp shirt sticking to his shoulders and back. He
looked up to see what was taking the light so long to change. His glance caught the tail of the red

and then the full green. The two cars ahead of him began to pull slowly forward.

"OK, Dolores, our turn," he coached as he let out the clutch and felt the smooth meshing of

the intact first gear and the truck rolling ahead. Just then he caught sight of the girl sitting on a

bench about half a block ahead. She had reached back and undipped a large barrette letting a

cascade of red-gold hair plunge down her back. He could see that hair gleam in the sunlight,

moving like a live thing as she shook her head. The hair, a shoulder and arm, and one tanned leg

angled toward the street imprinted themselves in his mind. He thought she was the most beauti-

ful thing in this already beautiful day.

"She should know how fine she is," he thought. "I should tell her." The search for words

quickly became desperate—he needed words that would do justice to what his eyes could see,

words that would let her know of his appreciation, words she would believe, words that would

not frighten her. If he found the right ones, then she would say, "Thank you." She would smile, a

smile that would light up her face and the warm places inside him the hot sun never reached.

Then he would say, "I'm Miller Poffenberger," and it wouldn't sound like a funny name.

She'd say her name then; manners would require it. Whatever the name was it would be OK,

only he hoped it was a pretty name so it would fit her. Then he would say something about the

heat and something else of no matter so they'd both have time to think about the names and try

out the feel of speaking to each other. Once he felt her relax, he'd say, "There's a movie. Absence

ofMalice, showing now. Would you like to go see it Thursday or Friday? Paul Newman is in it."

And she'd say, "Well," and she'd look up at him, weighing him, weighing his offer. "I have

to work (his heart, ahvac/v beating too fast, would begin its fall and the day would dim) on
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Friday, but Thursday would be OK. Yeah, I'd like to." Crazy heart would take off now, and the

fool thing would be so high in his throat he'd have trouble finding out where to pick her up and

settling on a time. But he'd do it, having gotten this far; he'd do it and be dignified about it.

Later, down with the posthole digger and only Dolores and the trees to observe, he'd do his

yelling and laughing and celebrating.

The engine sounds rose in pitch. His unconscious took note and sent messages to legs and

feet, right arm and hand to double clutch, increase the RPM's a tad more and now slip into

second gear. The engine purred smoothly as Dolores gained speed. "Good job," he congratulated

himself, returning to the real world, relieved there would be no discordant, embarrassing grind-

ing of gears, no engine racing, no noise to attract attention this time.

Closer to the girl now, he could see her gather that wonderful hair up and wind it back on

itself, getting ready to clip it up again off her neck. The angles of her elbows, the small, smooth

neck, the arch of her back washed through him a tenderness bewildering in its suddenness and

intensity. Beautiful, sunshine, fall leaves and water, gorgeous, lovely—all the words he could

think of sounded wooden, inadequate.

The engine sang its "next gear" song as he automatically reached for third, leaning against

the gearshift to keep it from popping out. Dolores was even with the girl now and accelerating.

He could stop, pull over, and go back. But what would he say? Faster and faster now, they were

leaving her and the town behind them. Dolores wanted fourth gear. He mechanically pulled the

shifter down into place. Then, they were out in the country, headed for home.

Sadness weighed his insides down as the sameness of his life came grey before his eyes.

"I could have whistled," he thought.
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Roles

I play many parts

Never starring leads

Attention is by far

Not one of my needs

The dutiful daughter

A role that deceives

My true heart is angry

And constantly grieves

The virtuous grandchild

A difficuh task

The plaster must be thick

For the layers of this mask

The patient sister

I must confess

I pull off poorly

With very little finesse

The understanding friend

Is easier done

It is almost as natural

As plants leaning to the sun

The loving girlfriend

Is a part you must know

At times it feels like

I am only for show

The friendly salesperson

So sickeningly sweet

Like I have no problems

Just people to greet

The A+ student

Is a challenge indeed

Even if the grade is not met

The pressure will succeed

The perfect mother

I am not as of yet

But when I try my best

What thanks will I get?

The career woman
I will eventually assume

Home will be less important

Work and power will consume

When the heavy makeup is washed

When the lights go down

When the audience goes home

When the circus leaves town

The stranger emerges

And soon you will see

A lover of simple pleasures

That person is me.

Jennifer Benfield

Do You See What I See? Tanisha Thomas
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Same Differences

Jonathan Boone

Whenever someone refers to the top three languages in the world, English, Spanish, and

French come to mind. What happens to mathematics? The term "language" is defined as "a special

set of symbols, letters, numerals, rules, etc., used for the transmission of information." This is

exactly what mathematics does, is it not? Although both English and mathematics can be consid-

ered languages, they differ in several ways.

The English language, especially the version currently in use, has really not been in circula-

tion for very long. Actually, for its short and humble beginnings, English has grown up to become

one of the most commonly used languages today. Mathematics has been a best friend to all since

the dawn of humanity, like the proverbial dog. Without math, primitive man could not have kept

track ofthe number of animals to hunt, of plants to harvest, of caves needed for shelter, or ofmoons

going by between certain events. As for the universality of mathematics, it exceeds the claim of

English spoken by a mere 70 percent of the current population. From the start, mathematics has had

its greedy little paws at the heart of all cultures.

Another way English and mathematics differ is in their individual rulebooks. When children

first learn the English language, it seems to be like any other game, showing the c/o's and do not's

of how to play. At first, everything seems all too simple including spelling, grammar, and finally

punctuation. Then, small clouds of doubt start lurking just over the horizon where the exceptions

roam. The all-too-familiar sound comes crashing down, "But," the exception to the rule, and then

that rule and this one, too. The rules begin to blur, and the simple black and white of the page

becomes gray with vagueness in an almost vertigo effect. "Where chaos reigns, only logic will

prevail" is the battle cry for mathematics. On this board filled with theorems, postulates, and for-

mulas for equations, there is little room for obscurity. The simple fact of the matter is that one plus

one will always be equal to two.

The most obvious underlying difference between English and mathematics spawns partially

from their rules or the interpretation of those rules. English is amazingly resilient in the face of

denial because, more often than not, it appears to be flexible enough to change on a whim almost by

caving in on itself. For the opinionated, this flexibility is good. How often does a group of individu-

als read a particular article and have matching comments? For that matter, it is not always the

content which is as important as the emotions conveyed. Those same individuals can experience

joy from that article while the rest might put it down, choked up with tears. Mathematics holds on

to reality with cold calculations. For any situation, there may be slixX, or an infinite number ofA^s,

or then again no Xat all. Nevertheless, no one has to guess the writer's opinions of that X, or the

feelings the X might have when being substituted by the Fin the original equation.

In the end, English can thank "the golden rule" for its salvation: "He who has the gold can

make the rules." This being true for the majority of the superpowers, the English-speaking commu-

nity is in charge, or else all would find themselves having to learn Chinese to conduct business

around the world. The humor comes from realizing that exact translations are rarely possible from

one language to another. Of course, that is not the case with mathematics. The number one, no

matter how it is said or written, is still the number one, which is lucky for English because that is

the only reason that all those one 's can be added together around the planet to tell who should be

calling those shots in the first place.
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One Nation Under God

When flying bombs took life away

On just another September day.

The world fell down on bended knee

And said a prayer for the "Land of the Free."

And each day since we kneel to pray

And praise our God for another day.

Another day to get things right

To stop the hate and get ready to fight.

And in my heart with every beat,

1 pray for America to get on its feet

And stand up strong and proud

And sing and shout as a united crowd.

That God is good and God is love.

He is in control on His throne above.

And He America will truly bless

With power, strength, and happiness.

And in time to come the world shall see

That America, Land of Liberty,

Is a land that gave God all the glory

As history tells our great love story.

Of peace, of hope, of freedom ringing.

Of life, of death, of people singing.

For our God of grace will heal our land

If we worship Him and united stand.

Grace Lutz - September 25, 2001

Wavy Land Lene Sirirud
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For My Love Piece of Junk Car

My spirit sings for hopeful things.

My tongue doth songs employ.

Not for riches or angels' wings

But her love my heart to enjoy.

Like the words before an empty page

That swim freely in the air.

Words of love, with no age.

Waiting for her to care.

Words that want to fill the page.

My love caught in her stare.

Love enough to fill the stage

Where actors do their dare.

John H. Sutton

Piece ofjunk car,

my old and rusty lover.

Every morning you are there

lusting after winding roads.

"Pedal to the metal,"

I can hear you sing.

Blowing smoke.

1 drive you faster still.

One more day to be free,

old friend,

before death comes for you.

Crystal Plew
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Sophisticated Woman

Sophisticated woman with

a heart of gold, love, and

passion.

My world's empty without you.

1 just can't seem to stop

looking, staring, or

dreaming.

You make my eyes worthwhile.

You're so sexy

it hurts, it torments, it feels good.

I'm lost in a thought.

Let me take you away

tonight, all night, forever.

I want to learn about you, lust after you,

just love you.

An arm is waiting.

I'll always be here, be true, be in love.

You are my everything.

Night

A rusty moon lives in the sky

rocked lazily by the wind

watching as the girls and boys

lust and dream and sin

Crystal Plew
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Being a Bouncer

Andrew "Dice" Petniolo

To the male population, being a bouncer at a strip club has to be the most overglamorized job

in the world. Oh, yes, the long nights make up for the lack of sleep as you try to struggle through

your morning classes. Your social life is shot all to pieces because your nights are spent at the club

even on your nights off. It could be three o'clock in the morning, and you still end up going to the

club or to the Waffle Shop to wait for the boys to come after work for your routine breakfast.

You are so dazed and confused as you spend countless days and nights not knowing what

day it is. Then, you go to your classes after working a psychotic night. You always have that one

teacher who wants to bust your chops for no reason whatsoever. Her sole purpose is to get her

jollies. Some teachers have the audacity to make you feel six inches tall instead of your natural

six feet because they got a free ride all the way through grad school, and they feel the need to

hold a superiority complex over you. "/ made something out ofmy life because ofafree ride,

andyou arejust a mecmingless bouncer working your way through ajunior college. " And for

some odd reason or other, that same teacher thinks that you are copping an attitude with her, but

you're not; you're just half awake and in a somber mood while feeling partially anti-social when

all you need is an hour or two to unwind, drink a nice warm cup of coffee, and smoke a couple of

cigarettes. Now, is that too much to ask for? Well, is it?

Then Friday finally rolls around, and for some odd reason, Friday nights are the wildest and

craziest of the week. I am telling you this as a fact. All the freaks come out to play on Friday. As

the clock strikes eleven, your problems have not even started yet. Oh, no, not yet. Almost every

other guy who comes in the club gets a little too much alcohol in his system, and the next thing

you know, the guy thinks he is ten feet tall and the cock of the walk. As you casually walk past

the guy, he turns around and bumps into you. Next thing you know, this guy is opening his

damned trap to you, and he is yelling at you as if you were the cause for all of his problems. You

ask the gentleman to kindly watch his language and also if he could stop spitting on you while he

talks to you. From across the club, you make a quick glance over to your partner because he feels

that you might be having some problems. Next thing, your partner comes closing in to give you

some assistance. Because that same customer passed you an odd look, all of a sudden biggity

bang—you and your partner each have an end of that S.O.B. and are hauling his butt out the door

and dropping him on his ear.

Afterwards, the dancers stop acting rudely towards the bouncers. You get a couple of

praises from some customers and the boss. And then it is back to usual. Finally 2:30 rolls around,

and the club is closed. And you can finally go home, take a shower, and go to bed. That is a day

in the life of a bouncer.
i

Girl s Best Friend

Tanisha Thomas
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Lighthouse Mahealani Moore

Forever Secure

As I wake to the sunrise in the early

Morning sky, I feel your kiss.

As I travel through the winding roads

Of uncertain times, you take my hand.

As the summer turns into the golden leaves of

Autumn, you warm me with your smile.

As 1 weather the storms this life gives,

You shelter me with your love.

As 1 lie beside you and close my eyes,

You cradle me in your arms. . . and I sleep.

Darlene Wilson
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Notes on an Aging Face

Who Will Love You?

Who will love you?

When the years wax cold

And the youth dies

Who will love you?

When the tricks and charms

Have all been played

Who will love you?

When the love nest

Is filled with snores

Who will love you?

Chestnut eyes

beneath brows peaked

like a rooftop

stare pensively

at spider veined nose

merlot red

skin above the lips

shriveled like a raisin

drooped jowls

creased from nose to chin

laugh lines

frown lines

But the childhood scars

of bull dog teeth

have been ground smooth

as stones

in a riverbed.

Praise the Lord!

Katherine Wolfe

When the dinner dates

Become TV dinners

Who will love you?

When the music fades and

Your feet no longer dance

Who will love you?

Only the fool who knows your heart.

Rebecca Whitman

Addition

Strange, twisted ways,

Dark and lonely days

All add up to us.

Open, bright spaces.

Blissful, light faces

All add up to us.

Round and round we've gone

Up and down we've thrown

Tossed words around

Like children

Batting balloons.

Teresa Padgett
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Feed the Cat

Judith Benedetto

Alison awoke with a start. Her dream had been so vivid—the cat lying dead next to her empty

food dish—that she slid out of bed, careful not to disturb her sleeping husband or the cat curled by

his feet, and crept down to the kitchen.

She shut the door before turning on the light. Then, tearing off a pink page from the Hello Kitty

notepad beside the phone and selecting a pencil from the jar beside that, she sat down at the kitchen

table and thoughtfully chewed on her lower lip and tapped the pencil's eraser on the table.

After a moment, she composed a list:

1 . Put the food in the oval ceramic dish and the water in the

blue plastic dish (round).

2. Refill water dish as needed, but start the day with fresh water! Dump
out the old water first!

3. Use the coffee cup beside the food container to put the food in the

dish. They are in the cupboard under the microwave.

4. She gets 1-1/2 coffee cups of food, 1 cup in the morning and the 1/2

in the evening.

5. She will not eat her food if you do not use the coffee cup, so be sure

to use the coffee cup.

6. Do not feed her more than 2 cat treats a day. They are in the cupboard

(under the microwave) next to the food and the coffee cup.

Alison read over the list. She drew a smiley face at the bottom and went back to bed.

At 5:00 a.m. the alarm went off. David groggily slapped it off and sat on the edge of the bed. He
could hear the shower, so Alison must be up already. He shuffled downstairs to make coffee.

He soon discovered that his wife had already made the coffee, which was a shame because she

did not make good coffee. He poured some into a blue flowered mug and added two spoons of sugar

and added the last of the milk. He chucked the carton across the room towards the waste basket. It

bounced off the rim and landed on the floor.

Felafel looked up from her dish disapprovingly. "Excuse me. Your Highness," David muttered.

He went over, picked up the carton, and this time dropped it in the waste basket next to the empty cat

food box. Out of habit, he wrote "milk, c. chow" on the magnetic shopping list on the refrigerator.

He carried the mug with him as he went out to get the paper. In the dark he nearly tripped over

Alison's suitcases. She was going to Chicago for a week and had an 8:30 flight, which is why they

were up at this unreasonable hour.

He got the paper and dropped it on the kitchen table. He set the mug down as well and went

upstairs. The shower had stopped, and the bathroom door stood open. Lavender-scented steam

billowed out into the hall. David went over and leaned against the door jamb. "Babe, Bruce is taking

you to the airport, right?"

Alison dropped the toothpaste into the pink Hello Kitty cosmetic bag. "Yes, he is. I told you that

last week." She zipped the bag shut. "You will be okay, won't you?"

"Yeah, sure."

"Don't forget to eat."

"Uh-huh."

She slid past him into the hall, and they walked downstairs together. "And feed the cat."

"Uh-huh."
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"David," she said, stopping. He stopped, too, a few steps below her, and turned around. Her

eyes were now level with his. "David, she's depending on you."

David took a deep breath and exhaled. "1 will feed the cat; don't worry."

She frowned. "Well, okay then."

In the departure lounge, Alison dropped her magazine. She had put the last of the cat food in

Felafel's dish this morning! She fumbled the phone out of her purse and called home. The answering

machine picked up. He wasn't home! She quickly hung up. She chewed her lip and composed herself

to leave a message.

She called a second time and this time in her calmest voice said, "David, we are out of cat food.

You will have to buy some. She eats the kind in the orange box with the smiling kitties on it. The

orange box, okay? She's depending on you, David." She rung off She hoped he got the message in

time.

David could hear the phone ringing but didn't rush to get it. He figured that's what they had the

answering machine for. He set the brown paper grocery bag on the porch as he flipped through his

keys to the right one.

He unlocked the door, picked up the bag, and walked in, calling, "Hey, Felafel—got your chow

here." The small brown tabby flicked an ear towards him at the sound of her name but continued

washing her stomach.

As he crossed into the kitchen, the cat darted in, meowing and winding around his ankles. He

opened the new blue box of cat food and poured a generous portion offish-shaped kibbles into her

bowl. She immediately shoved her head into it and began crunching loudly.

He put the cat food and milk away. Taking his running clothes off as he went up the stairs, he

had just enough time for a shower before he had to teach his "Fundamentals of Guitar Theory" class.

Just before he left, he checked the message on the answering machine, "David, we are out of cat

food. . .
."

"No, we are not," he said to the machine and pressed the message erase button.

A week later, the doorbell rang. When David opened it, Allison jumped up and hugged him.

"Surprise! I'm home early."

"Only a couple hours." He kissed her and picked up her bags.

"Miss me?"

"Tons."

Felafel jumped on the back of the couch and meowed. Allison scratched behind her ears. "I see

my kitty missed me."

"But she didn't miss any meals," David called over his shoulder as he carried the suitcases up-

stairs.

Allison laughed as she went into the kitchen. She picked up the pile of unread newspapers on

the kitchen table, and underneath she found her note. She looked over her shoulder, crumpled it, and

threw it into the recycling bin with the papers. Then she went upstairs to see her husband, whom she

had missed very much indeed.
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Sensitive Star Cara Gordon

August

He always hoped she wouldn't abandon their cage.

With the wind at her back, coldness locked the way.

Never again could they turn back the page.

Onward onward to a brand new day

because

Nights of the perfect lust blinded stars anyway.

He always hoped she wondered of the black bird.

No, he wondered

But his tongue should not, would not, can never be

heard.

So with all the stars dead, put out, and gone,

he can

But only listen to his dove's righteous song.

And with an empty cage locked by two keys of green,

he will

But not forget the brown that trims their past,

his queen.

And only the innocent could have done such a wrong,

Shot down, way down.

Because black wings have no part in a white song.

Spent

No more wishes

Left to dream

I spent them all

On you

No more secrets

Left to tell

I told them all

To you

No more kisses

Left to save

I saved them all

For you

No more lies

Left to share

I shared them all

With you

Rebecca Whitman

Mike Kimbrell

Outside

Close the door

don't let me in

Forget me
like yesterday

like the vapor

of expired rain

Forget I tried

to fit inside

your little world

Forget I tried

and slowly died

to my own
identity

Just to spend

brief moments

in your favor

Forget I tried

Forget I lied

Forget I died

At your hand

Rebecca Whitman
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I have a heart Too Many Love Poems About Roses

I have a heart

that is made of glass.

I thought if it broke

the contents would pass.

I found when it shattered

from your piercing tongue,

I had a light—strong,

bright and young.

I took my light

to use it as a sword.

I rammed it into

your mouth and ignored

the look of shock

upon your face

that such power could hide

under ribbon and lace.

Jennifer Benfield

Not on a Stage

I sometimes get feelings of anger and rage.

They are things you would not find on a stage.

The hurt and deceit you just could not depict.

My life was not a stage of fun

Just to be replaced by the act of another one.

She may turn your eyes and soul.

Keep burying me in a hole.

So now that you have turned that page

You may be feeling the anger and rage

When she puts your life on a stage.

Linda Rhodes

Is love like a red red rose?

Well, red roses die.

And quickly in that same old vase

That sits there like a lie.

For in it have been dozens

Of roses; now instead

The vase is standing empty

For all the roses now are dead.

So if love's like a red rose

It quickly turned to black.

Its petals fell off and shriveled up

And they're never coming back.

So love is like a red red rose.

Perhaps it's not a lie.

Love is like a red red rose

For all red roses die.

Kristin Shearin

My Broken Toy April Lewis



Daddy

I wake from the dream wondering what I have done,

Remembering sweet days, their bright morning sun.

Of those few days, they'll never be more.

Your black jealous spirit has since closed the door.

I was beaming with joy, unbridled delight,

A once hopeful promise now crushed in the night.

Sweating and screaming, how can this be real?

My sweet father's love is gone; I can't feel.

Why did you kill me? What did I do?

I refuse to wake up; this just can't be true!

You hold that big book and crucify me.

When will you stop? Look here! Look at me!

Preach to your "sinners," tell them He lives,

But when you come home. He doesn't exist.

Why the transition, why all the change?

Who are you? What are you? You've been rearranged.
\^

This morning was white, like a pure virgin snow.

Now it's all over, I wish you would go.

Please just don't hurt me; don't offer me pain,
|

The hell and the torment, the anguish and shame.

You always did hate me, now I hate me too.

For eternity Fll wonder, "Just what did I do?"

Put down that damned book and talk to me please,

God can't explain; it's you that I need.

Yes, YOU! Yes, YOU! You're all that I want.

Why won't you love me? Why won't you talk?

Three years have passed; I know you don't care.

But this deadly silence is too much to bear.

You're dead on the inside; no nothing is left.

You stopped caring when your Jesus I left.

Now I must see it's not just a dream.

I'm awake! This is real! Through the dark 1 can see.

You've always thought, "I'm in control!"

That's all changed now; you've no part in my soul.

This very night, my soul does kill you.

Now you're the one wondering what you should do.

Chris Smith
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Through a Child's Eyes

Zachary Branch

I grew up in a fatherless home because of a legal separation and abandonment. For seven

years, no one in the immediate family saw my father or heard from him. As the oldest boy, I had to

grow up fast and be the man in the house and take on many responsibilities.

I cannot remember exactly when I first felt the pain and emotion from a broken heart. My
father's absent days and nights turned into months and then years. I knew he was not coming back

any time soon. His leaving happened to me when I was an adolescent, and anyone who walks in

those shoes knows the pain. This loss can wear a person down like weights and hold him captive in

his private prison without bars for many years.

One sunny summer day in late summer time, my father showed up. My brothers, sisters, and

I were playing in the neighborhood. This shadowy figure of a father showed up, and we knew it

was Daddy, just as a child knows his mother from birth. Interestingly, a popular song was play-

ing: "Daddy's Home." He stayed a short time but left. My brothers, sisters, mother, and I suf-

fered broken hearts again. My parents loved each other, but they could not live together.

I, like many children, blamed myself for the breakup until I learned about aduh relation-

ships. Some adults never grow up to accept their responsibilities. Sometimes adults, like teenag-

ers, think problems will just go away, but they never do until we face them. Like looking in the

mirror, the reflection will always be there. A child's concept of a loving family is togetherness.

When this pure innocent's life style is broken like a glass into many pieces, it cannot be put back

together. The child begins to withdraw all feelings because of having loved and lost someone.

Years later, when we were young adults, my father came back into our lives yet again.

However, he came back too late to try to make up for lost time, for yesterdays are gone. To me,

he was a friend, not a father figure. I loved him as a child, but I lost that loving feeling towards

my father in the crucial days of my adolescence. He tried to win back my love by buying things I

needed, but those things could not make up for lost time. When I was young and hurting was

when I needed him the most.

When I was a young child, my father said that I would someday understand what had

happened between my mother and him. Shortly after that talk, he told me that when I grew up

and lived in this world and met people and had relationships, I would understand. Later, those

words of wisdom proved so true. Before his death, my father came back into our lives to recon-

cile. Even though my father was not a part of most of my life, I cherished that little time we
spent together. As Tennyson says, "T'is better to have loved and lost / Than never to have loved

at all."

Fading Wicks

Maytinee Todaro
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Flood

"Here, Bailey!"

Only an echo answers.

Searching for our beagle, I wander

to the fringes of the neighborhood

through autograph of hurricane and flood,

legible even after two years.

On vacant house, "Beware of Dog"
deters no decent vandal.

Windows of abandoned houses

entice me to approach

and peer inside at missing walls

and gaping drawers and widowed shoes

in rooms whose owners fled the flood.

The bright spring sun

denies the devastation,

but homes once full of life and love,

now only vacant houses,

insist on truth.

Fifty miles northeast,

another vacant house,

owners dead and vandals undeterred,

insists on truth.

Bright memories shared with my brother

deny the devastation,

discourage usfrom selling

our childhood home,

oncefull oflife and love.

No beagle voice returns my call.

Silence shouts truth:

Weaving My Way Through Life Ellen Bland

Beagles disappear.

Parents die.

Hurricanes happen.

Emotions flood.

Rosalyn Lomax
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An Ordinary Face

Oval, forehead just wider than the jaw.

Forehead smooth

creases are loaded, ready for eyebrows' commands;

vertical groove runs just right of center

a vein lies there—the children say it's gross.

Eyebrows, unstyled, follow the orbit edge.

Blue eyes

thin line of dark blue circles the iris;

smears of green lurk next to the pupil;

fine squint lines run all 'round from fun and sun;

glasses make them look smaller but see better.

My grandfather's nose

tip is squared off;

one side grew slightly longer than the other;

bridge scarred by a bed rail and a splint.

Cheekbones high, cheeks hollowed.

Straight mouth

full lips sport a clean notch in the upper arc;

smile is straight, bounded by twin sets of parentheses;

a grin reveals large teeth, yellow-grey, mildly disordered.

Chin round, definite, some days stubborn.

Below the chin the first twin folds

of age glide backward and down the neck.

In sum, a functional face, a useful face,

A face the Kwik-Mart man lets drive home with a full tank of gas

to retrieve the forgotten wallet.

Is it mass-produced? Why do you know me from somewhere?

I want to see your cousin who looks just like me.

Cathy Moran
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E-Mail from Beyond

Dot Elledge

I logged into my e-mail and stared in disbelief at the address on the first message. I hadn't seen

that address since my partner, my best friend, was killed a little more than six months ago. Who
could be so cruel as to e-mail me from his address? With a hand that shook just a little, I opened the

message and felt a cold chill shiver down my back.

Hiya, JR.

No one butJohnny had ever called me 'JR. " No more than a halfdozenpeople had ever heard

him do it; he didn 't even use the nickname around my wife. But when it was just the two of us on

patrol or when we werefishing orplaying tennis, he rarely called me anything else. He 'd started it

at Christmas the year we were thirteen, just afew months after we 'd met. I 'd been grousing about

being Jimmy, Junior, always having to put that stupid Jr. after my name. He 'dmade ajoke of it, and

for the rest ofhis life to him, I was JR. With a mixture ofanger and confusion, I started to read the

rest ofthe message.

Yeah, JR, it s me. Now don 't hit the delete key beforeyou see what I 've got to say. Give me a chance

to explain and to convince you this isfor real. Guess I could start with the night I died.

A snitch, thatpetty thiefwe d turned into an informant, calledandsaida drug deal was going down

in the alley offLaurel about 10:00. But when we got there, at least three guys were waitingfor us.

They openedfire; you took two slugs through the body. I caught one high in the right shoulder and

in the right leg. I managed to drag you behind a dumps ter, but you were bleeding badly.

Now here s the part I 'II bet you 've never told anyone. Well, maybe Kate. I was trying to stop some

ofthe bleeding, butyou grabbed my hand and told me thatyou were dying. You told me to tell Kate

and Larry you loved them and to look after them for you. Then just before you passed out, you

whispered, "/ love you, too, brother. " Neither ofus had ever needed to say it before.

Here 's another one I don 't think either ofus ever talked about. The summer we werefourteen, that

July afternoon we wentfishing up at Harris Lake, we started talking about how we 'd both always

wanted a brother You 'd been reading a book about a white boy and an Indian boy who swore an

oath ofbloodbrotherhood, andyou suggested that we could be brothers. You even said our names

sounded like twins. Then you pulled out that little pearl-handledpenknife ofyours, the one with the

blade that always stuck and had to be pried open. We nicked our hands, held them together so that

our blood mixed. We swore to each other to always be brothers.

That oath got us through some pretty rough spots, such as your dad 's death (the only time I ever

saw you cry), your worry about Kate while she was pregnant, and the night Larry was born. You

were so sure you were going to lose her Didyou ever tell her about our going down to the chapel

to pray for her?

Just one more bit ofproof. That thing you 've got about rain that you never talk about because you

don 't want to sound superstitious. You once told me that it always rains when something important
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happens in your life. It rained on the day you were born, on your wedding day, and on the night

your son was born. There was a big storm the day we graduated from the police academy and a

bigger one the day we joined the force. Maybe there really is something to it. It was raining the

night I died, and a couple ofbullets put you in a wheelchair for the rest ofyour life.

But enough ofmy ramblings. Now that I 'vefinally figured out how to make this computer work, I

can tell you what really happened that night. You see, I can 't affect physical things, like a pen or

pencil, or even the keyboard. I can 't make myself be seen or heard. But after all these months of

trying tofind a way to communicate, I've discovered I can cause the computer to work. I won t try

to explain tonight, maybe later

To begin with, we weren 't set up by the snitch. And, by the way, his body's buried in the marsh out

at Ryder Point, about ten yards west ofthe birdwatchers 'blind. He was killedjust to make sure he

wouldn 't talk. I know this is going to come as a shock; it did to me, but the guy who arranged the

ambush, who actually killed me, is a cop. Fred Mason. Andyeah, I 'm sure ofmy facts. I 'm not stuck

in the alley but seem to be able to go anywhere I want. So I 've been doing a lot ofwatching and

listening. Mason 's tied into the drug trade. That's why he wanted us out ofthe way; he thought we

were getting too close. That night I made it back to the car and calledfor help. He popped up right

infront ofthe car, and I saw his facejust before he pulled the trigger

His main contact works out ofthat abandoned house at 703 South Bayview. Ifhefollows his usual

pattern, he'll go there about 2:00 in the morning. He's also involved with a gang that uses the

second warehouse from Pier 5. The gun that killed me is in an old steamer trunk in the attic ofhis

house. It's wrapped in paper and folded inside a green jacket.

Well, that 's allfor now. Writing like this is wearing me out. I never knew a ghost couldget tired. But

then, I never used to believe in ghosts either

Take care,

Johnny

I just sat still for a few minutes, letting it all sink in. Johnny and 1 had thought there might

be a crooked cop in the department, but neither of us had suspected Mason. I was off the force

now, retired on disability, but I still remembered Captain PearsalTs phone number. 1 hit the print

command on the computer and reached for the phone. The Captain wasn't going to like this, but

he liked crooked cops even less.
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Self-Portrait Lene Sirirud Self-Portrait April Lewis
Woman

Justin Pope

On a recent spring afternoon, I sat down on a park bench and was once more reminded of how good it

is to be a man. While there, I became more enlightened about the beautiful creature called woman. There

were five of them, each not unattractive.

The first one I nodced was interesting because she seemed so self-assured. She was the type that never

had a problem that could not be overcome. Confidence defined her, the kind of confidence that put the fear

of God in a man. Yet the man in her life was sure to hang on every word she spoke. Survival just wasn't

possible if she wasn't there in his midst.

The next woman walked with grace and elegance. She was the kind that any man would want to marry;

she exuded innocence. She, too, walked with confidence, but it was not as dominant as in the previous lady.

As she passed by me, a sweet scent fioated along with her. Her natural beauty made me want her to sing me
to sleep with sweet lullabies, yet her body made me want her in my bed—but not to sleep. This woman could

be "the one," I thought. I could see us rocking on a front porch together fifty years from now looking at the

sunset.

Perhaps not, though, as the third woman walked by, diverting my attention from my "wife" to her; she

made me glad 1 was still single. She must have stood at least as tall as I. Her long legs, willful body, and Julia

Roberts lips could rob a man of his integrity to succumb to the throes of unbridled passion. She walked on

but left lingering thoughts.

As I stood to follow her, frightened eyes appeared before me. She was fearful and kept me from walk-

ing on. She was shy, yet not innocent. Surely, she noticed me staring. Her insecurities were a downfall to her.

She was one who would cry on a moment's notice and follow it up with a slight laugh. Her outlook on life

was spiraling. How could I tell? It was all in her eyes. I smiled slightly hoping to cheer her. She simply said,

"Excuse me," and walked on.

Despite her departure, 1 myself was pleased with this afternoon. As 1 walked away, I knew I had seen

woman.
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Untitled

Follow me,

For I am the Moon Goddess.

Mother of the spirit.

Tender and strong.

The embodiment of passion.

Heart of fire.

Eyes like the glowing moon.

I am the keeper of the darkness

and of the light.

Follow me.

Art and beauty flow from my womb.

I am the mother.

The muse.

The gatekeeper,

and the wandering child.

Follow me.

Crystal Plew

Self-Portrait Cara Gordon

SelJ-Portniil Sunshine McWane
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Saturday Morning Project

Amy Houser

Tournament Day

The water carries a look of glass.

The wind still brings the chill of night.

Oh, where will 1 find the largemouth bass?

Don't worry; it's just first light.

1 know there's plenty of time.

Some green grass, however, a small patch.

There she is, a tug on the line.

First fish, hardest to catch.

Beware

All over the world

scaly, slithery

s-shaped movers,

sidewind

across sand

scale trees

strike

suffocate

prey

silent, fearsome

hiss

with anger

rear up

in fury

stiletto fangs

inject poison.

Beware!

Katherine Wolfe

1 throw my favorite bait under the docks,

through the grass, under the brush, beside the tree.

1 move to the next spot, a bank covered with rocks.

I need to catch five, but I must be back by three.

1 hope my weight will win this tournament today,

but the scales will decide if I receive any pay.

Dean Thompson
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Zen Poem

Wallet's been stolen.

Now my purse feels light.

Margaret Boothe Baddour

Opportunity Tanisha Thomas

Misdirected Mail

Mao smiles golden

in the comer

of the thin envelope.

It is slightly crumpled,

the spidery blue address

one word off from mine.

Yet the letter from China

arrives in my mailbox

nestled in bulk mail

and a shot reminder for the cat.

1 circle the street name

in matching blue ink,

put it back in the box,

raise the red flag and go.

Judith Benedetto
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Mother Goose: The Movie

Stephen J. Talley

One day my granddaughter wanted me to read her a bedtime story from her Mother Goose

book. I opened the book and began to read one poem after the other. She finally went to sleep, and

I read the book fi"om cover to cover. If Mother Goose was made into a movie, it would be rated R
because of extreme animal cruelty, child abuse, and spousal abuse. No one under the age of seven-

teen with proper identification would be allowed to see it. Mother Goose's plots are case histories

of dysfunctional people.

There is the case of the farmer's wife. She takes a very large carving knife and cuts offthe tails

of three innocent, physically challenged, blind mice. She sadisfically torments those mice. By not

killing the mice outright, the farmer's wife has issues that will probably need therapy. Then there is

little Johnny Green. He is the boy who throws a harmless champion mouse-killing cat into a well

for kicks to see if the cat can survive death. The poem states, "What a naughty boy was that, to

drown poor pussy cat, who never did him no harm." Since the cat belongs to his father, this action

reveals that Johnny has a deep-rooted hatred towards his father. Finally there is old senile Mother

Hubbard. This woman teases a poor sickly emaciated dog with the promise of a nice bone to chew

on when the cupboard is bare. Now she leaves to go to the baker's to buy bread, and when she gets

back, the poor dog is dead.

Then in Mother Goose, there are cases of child abuse. Putting an infant still in the cradle on a

bough of a large tree during a high wind hoping that the bough will break is high drama and

suspense. The bough does break, and down comes baby, cradle and all. If this were a movie, the

next scene would be the court trial of the parents of the dead infant and then the execution of them

both. The next case is the old woman who does not believe in birth control. She has so many

children she does not know what to do. She has probably been married and divorced several times

but is not getting alimony. All she can afford to feed her children is an insipid weak broth without

bread. She then lines them all up each night and whips them soundly before putting them, crying

and hungry, to bed. In the movie version. Social Services would take her children and lock her up.

The final case is the case of Tom, the son of a musician, a piper. Tom steals a pig for his father and

himself to eat. The local police arrest poor Tom. He then is publicly beaten for the alleged crime of

pig stealing and runs down Main Street crying. In the movie version, the police would not put Tom
or his father in jail because the evidence has been consumed.

In the case of spousal abuse, Peter the pumpkin-eater is the worst example because he gets

away with murder. Peter's first wife might have been a shrew and might have nagged constantly,

but that was no reason for Peter to cut her up and stuffher remains in a pumpkin shell. Not satisfied

with being single, Peter remarries, and this time he does not marry for love. This marriage is for

convenience, and because she is a teacher, she teaches Peter to read and spell. In the movie version,

Peter is now an educated murderer. The scene closes with Peter hollowing out another pumpkin.

The next heinous criminal is Jack Sprat. Jack trims all the fat from cuts of meat and cooks the

meals, making sure that his wife gets all the fatty bits. The unsuspecting wife is slowly blocking up

her arteries and heading for a heart attack or stroke. Jack's plan is to kill her and move on while he

is lean and mean to impress the next Missus Sprat.
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The movie version of Mother Goose would be filmed in black and white to add to the

dysfunctional case histories and to leave the audience wanting more. Mother Goose: The Movie

would be a box office smash and would soon come out in video stores. With the R rating, it

would reach a broader market. With its animal cruelty, it would arouse the animal rights groups,

giving even more attention to the movie. Its child abuse issues would attract further publicity.

And the spousal abuse portion of the film, well, there it is: it would bring in millions of dollars to

MGM. Make sure to see the sequel. Mother Goose II.
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South Star Tanisha Thomas
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Who s Looking at Whom? Meghan Brannon

Remember Me

If I died today, what would I leave?

Would there be a small remembrance of me?

Would you remember my smile, oh, so bright?

Would you remember those times we would fight?

Would you remember my eyes, how they would

glisten?

Would you remember the time I would not listen?

Would you remember my nose and all its freckles?

Would you remember my life and its many shackles?

Would you remember how I walked on air?

Would you remember my times of despair?

Would you remember the good times we shared?

Would you remember my soul that I bared?

If I died today, what would I leave?

Would there be a small remembrance of me?

Darlene Wilson
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Satisfied?

Ward Wiggins

I can accomplish whatever I damn well please, and ifyou doubt me, well, you just became my

best friend. You see, I rather enjoy the extra challenge 1 gain when people doubt me. However, if

you stand in my way, I will remove you as efficiently as my mind will allow. It's nothing personal;

there's just this drive pushing me forward. What do you think this is all about? Don't get me wrong;

I'm not trying to impress you. Any idiot can impress others. I could simply string a few lies and add

a creative twist to pull that off. More importantly, I have nothing to prove to you. Besides, it is

much harder to impress myself than someone who doesn't know me. Yet at this time in my life,

writing is not my strong focus. Had I a stronger drive for it, 1 would have fixed my sights on a

harder target such as writing a novel or achieving a national publication. Unfortunately, human life

is limited. So little time to do so much. Therefore, I feel compelled to aim higher in the areas where

I have the most passion, to dedicate my life to the goals 1 most desire.

I used to believe that motivation came solely from what I wished to achieve. As 1 look back on

what I have achieved, no matter how prestigious, honorable, or personally important the achieve-

ment was, it lacks a certain luster it once held. Not that the award, the honor, or the personal

satisfaction is any less important than before. It will always be important, but it has now been done.

Besides, one can't live in the past. The movement oftime forces us to live in the present and move

toward the future. After much thought, 1 now believe that my motivation comes more from the idea

of growing as a person than from a particular goal. What I experience and learn while accomplish-

ing a goal is much greater than the achievement itself. Of course, that is what makes the goal

important. The medal or bragging rights serve best as a reminder of what I gained along the path.

So far, the growing 1 have done as a person has taught me much. It has shown me that 1

have much to gain and a strong esteem with which to gain it. It has taught me that I am capable

of great things and has given me the drive to push well past my potential. It has also shown me

that 1 am lazy and has helped me discover my habits of procrastination and poor judgment of

time. It has warned me that I may one day lose focus. This is good news, for now I have another

goal. For me, the thrill is not in winning. I much more enjoy the experiences gained in the pro-

cess of accomplishment.

Having said all this, when will I be safisfied? Never.

Barracuda

Amy Houser
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Cool Unconcentration

Freeze the senses

Cool air

Calm the feelings

The world is going to rest

No more tempers flare

The sun loses power

And heat is covered

A little longer

Winter welcomes us near

Lie down beside me
Hide your fears

Under a blanket

Of cool unconcentration

Save the heat to hate again

But forget for now
Dear friend

The flame of summer

Gone a little longer

Fall Leaves Maytinee Todaro

Jennifer Clymer

Grow Toward the Light Maytinee Todaro

Trisciiits Maytinee Todaro
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A Poem to William Blake

In a time unknown to me
You wrote all types of poetry.

Social justice seems to be

The most common to thee.

You wrote how little children sweep

As they weep.

We traded in the children for our teenage son

Whom we trained and handed a gun.

As you speak about race

We see another colored face,

Not black nor white

But one that startles us with fright.

We try not to hate

But we too quickly see our fate

In acts of terrorism

That test our heroism.

They believe in Allah.

We believe in God.

Are we unlike one another

Or do we connect together?

Where does the answer lie?

It lies within

And only we can answer it

In the end.

Stacie Espinosa

Broken Mirror April Lewis
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Blood and

September

Flames

11,2001

Years from now
they will ask

where you were

when blood

spilled in the streets

of New York.

The blood

of those forced

to run or jump

from their work

high above the street.

Forced

by a plane

that sent them

in a blaze

out of their

safe niche.

Where were you

when flames

burned

day after day

—

burned

desks, chairs, skin

melted steel?

Where were you

when the stars and stripes

were placed

on top of the waste?

What did you do?

Did you give blood

to those who
were not dead?

Did you go to mass

and drink from the cup

of wine

and blood of our

Lord Christ?

Did you cry

for the dead, the brave,

the ones left?

Did you ask why?

Did you call for war?

Did you buy a rose

for the dead?

What will you say

when they ask

about this day?

Katherine Wolfe
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Grandfather's Secret

Rebecca Whitman

"It doesn't take much to fill a trash can six inches high and equally wide," Grandfather loved

to tell me. It gave him even greater amusement when I would whine that I didn't know what his

saying meant. Grandfather always loved a mystery.

Nothing he said made much sense to me. I used to get into fights at school because of what

they called him.

"Looney Ben! Looney Ben!" my classmates chanted endlessly.

"You rats don't even know his real name!" I screamed in protest.

They knew more than I did. I never knew Grandfather's full name; I just called him Grandfa-

ther. My parents often called him Papa Rainfeather, but that was all I knew of him.

As a teenager studying Native American history, I found more to question about my grandfa-

ther than ever before. He was in his sixties when 1 asked him about his heritage. I wanted to know

who he was and why so much ofmy family history was a mystery. Grandfather wrapped his thick,

leathery hands around a tin cup of coffee. It was the twentieth century, but he still lived the prairie

life of his childhood; in the place of decent china, he used crude aluminum. I watched impatiently

as he drank the bitter, boiling brew. He poured a second cup, downing it more quickly than the first;

by now, he was accustomed to the scalding liquid. Grandfather went for a third cup, pausing briefly

to stare at me. Looking into his deep brown eyes, I saw more fear than I had thought possible for a

man. He never said a word. Never again did I try to ask him about his past.

When I was old enough, 1 moved away to start a life ofmy own on the East Coast. The farther

away from home the better, I thought. 1 poured myself into my studies at college, then into my job

at a corporate firm; I was determined to make something of myself despite the odds. I had crossed

the bridge into womanhood, but I had done it entirely alone. I could imagine my grandfather say-

ing, "It doesn't take much to fill a trash can six inches high and equally wide." Somehow, his

saying seemed to fit the occasion. My lonely life was like that trash can, much too small and

solitary to hold happiness.

Thoughts ofhome pervaded my days. I missed my family. Trying to drown myself in my work,

I shuffled tasks among the office staff I managed. Nothing could keep me from dreaming of the dry

prairie grass. How I longed to feel its coarseness tickle my toes once again. That's when the call

came from Mama. "Papa Rainfeather has died," she said, trying to maintain her composure.

We buried Grandfather under the maple tree he had loved. Mama said that tree had been a part

of the riverbank for as long as she could remember. I wondered why Grandfather had chosen the

maple tree, why we knew so little about his life, and why he had refused to explain the mystery. I

had hated him for the trouble he caused, for the trouble of being his grandchild, but now all that

hatred seemed a waste. Tears of regret and sorrow flowed down my cheeks. We buried a part ofmy
heart that day.

A hand squeezed my shoulder; it was Papa. "I forgot to give you this," he said, handing me a

large rectangular object. I recognized it immediately as Grandfather's. It was old and heavy. 1 ran

my fingers along the forbidden surface, letting them sink into each groove of its ornately carved

cover, sfill slick from the polishing oils Grandfather had used. I remembered it well. Grandfather's

book, but this was the first time 1 had ever been allowed to touch it.
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"He wanted you to have it," said a voice distinctly my mother's: "He said you wanted to

know."

The first page of the book was a black and white photograph. He looked distinguished and

handsome; even in black and white. Grandfather was the palest white man I ever saw. Below the

picture, in a chicken scratch that could only be my Grandfather's, read the name "Benjamin

Martin Cartell." I turned the pages for more information but found that each successive page was

empty. Finally a handwritten note fell loosely from the back of the book. It read simply: "I am
Benjamin Martin Cartell. I'm not sure I want anyone to know that. 1 came to the West to find my
own place, but I found the places of other men, native men, whom the land loved. They named

me Rainfeather under the red maple tree. Then the land loved me."

Branch Out Tanisha Thomas
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Hungry Waves

The shore opens wide to spread its foaming beaches

And with an outstretched arm a wave hungrily reaches

To my warm, soft, glowing sand

So cool and wet now is my land

The wave methodically undulates

In and out the ocean mates

Taking a piece every time

Altering my shape, my soul, my rhyme

Salt droplets trickle down like sweat

His watery kiss I have let

Caress my warm sunburned lips

While his current strongly strips

The foundation of my being

Till there is nothing there worth seeing

But broken pieces of a treasure

Passed along through tormented pleasure

Jennifer Benfield
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Only in My Dreams

I dream at night of starry sky

I dream at night of days gone by

I dream at night of what's to come
I dream at night of loving someone

Here you lie in my arms

Prince of my dreams and master of charms

I dreamed you here, so here you'll stay
Crystal

It's my dream at night, and I'll have it my way

Teresa Padgett

Stillness

languid language of lovers

singing the songs of sleep

drunk on dreams of diamond death

like shadows on the sea
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The Total Amount ofDiapers in a Year Ellen Bland
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The Art of Survival in a Church Nursery: Tips on Being a Volunteer

Erin Arensmeyer

When first being confronted in the foyer of Friendly Community Church, volunteers must realize

that no excuses will do. Deep in every heart is sympathy for those who slave away each Sunday in the

hidden recesses ofthe church nursery, and guilt will drive our dear protagonist to accepting the position

of "volunteer." Two weeks later, while "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God" spills from the sanctuary, the

volunteers will find that they are in desperate need of just such a fortress. In order to survive the

harrowing experience of baby-sitting on such a large scale, they must master the following arts.

First, the volunteers must become experts in the art of persuasion. When terror reigns, they

must remember that graham crackers and animal cookies are of supreme value. Every child from six

months to six years knows what that brown Tupperware container holds, and the subtlest hint will

pacify the most rambunctious imp. Also, the dear volunteers must remember that persuasion is the

key to breaking up the toy war and convincing little Johnny that the red car is just as good as the blue

car. Sharing is usually a foreign concept requiring constant remedial instruction.

Secondly, volunteers must grasp the art of mind over matter. Smell is irrelevant. When the

diaper is full, volunteers must call a co-worker to hold the screaming, writhing child down and go to

her. Breathing through the mouth is suggested. When the morning breakfast of bacon and eggs is

regurgitated onto the cream carpeting, the volunteers may quickly realize the futility of the

bathroom's brown paper towels, but they must learn to clean to the best of their ability. Furthermore,

the sense of touch must be ignored. The volunteers will be expected to hold their charges indefinitely,

no matter how wet, sticky, or slimy they are.

Thirdly, volunteers must be extremely proficient in the art of distraction. The golden rule of any

nursery is always "Never mention the 'M' word." The "M" word has disastrous results and, once

uttered, will inevitably bring a storm of tears irreversible except by the appearance of the mentioned

parental figure. Never mention the "M" word. In continuing the distractions, volunteers must always

keep the children's minds occupied. Television is a gift from heaven and should be used accordingly.

Finally, the art of patience is indeed a virtue. Contrary to the reassurances of the nursery coordi-

nator, duty will never last fewer than two hours. Regardless of the fact that the service is limited to

precisely fifty-seven minutes, no parent ever rushes to the back to claim his or her sorely missed

child. Volunteers must understand the importance of Mrs. Smith's speaking w ith Mrs. Jones. Discus-

sion of next week's PTA meeting, little Jenny's new tooth, the latest sale at K-Mart, and the price of

frozen vegetables will always take precedence. After all, aren't volunteers willing to spare just a few

more minutes?

In closing, if dear volunteers wish to survive duty shift with the least damage to mental facul-

ties, they must remember the arts listed above. However, if all else fails, volunteers may execute the

following last ditch effort: Allow the children to slip through the door and run screaming to their

parents; then, pretend it was an accident.

Mikey Likes It

Sunshine McWane
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Kaleidoscope Meghan Brannon
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Target Heather C. Shearer

The Inside of a Breaking Heart

Amy Gottshall

She turned to stare at him. She didn't move, she didn't breathe, she didn't dare to beheve. He

was leaving her. Or at least that's what he had said. They had been together for three years, and now
all of a sudden he decided it was time for them to end. She couldn't think. The idea was almost

beyond her. She had put everything into him, her love and her trust.

He was still talking although the words were soundless to her. The words had been lost

since the pain had taken over. She began to quake inside. Her heart was filling with something

she couldn't name, dragging something out of the depth of herself that she didn't know existed.

It was anger, a bloody red hurt that clawed at her lungs and burned its way up to her throat. Her

eyes couldn't tear. All of the wetness had dried itself in the horror of her mind. Every nerve

screamed on edge, but her thoughts were locked up. She wanted to rail at him. She wanted to fly

at him with all of her hurt, to scream at the injustice of what his words were doing to her. How
could he not know the flaming sensation that was turning all of what she saw into a dark crimson

color?

He was smiling. She could tell it was an apology, and yet it seemed to her more like a

dagger slicing even deeper than before. Her legs began to weaken, and her head began to feel as

though it were spinning out of control. She wanted to reach up and stop but couldn't lift her

arms. Everything was taking a tremendous effort that she just couldn't put forth. Maybe she was

dreaming although that didn't seem likely. It was just an hour ago that he had picked her up for a

date. She could feel the bile rising to the back of her throat and the heat rise in her cheeks. There

were so many things she needed him to think of, to remember, but nothing could compare to the

damage he had done and how she wanted him to feel it, too. She couldn't stoop to weeping or

screaming.

He stopped talking, and she stared for a minute more. He seemed to be expecting her to say

something. Her eyes blazed. Then, without a word of truth or farewell, she turned and walked

away.
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Look at My Creation

I am the maker of rocking chairs

have been and will be forever

the first one I fashioned with all my heart

and likewise each one after

Every single one differs

in color, shape, or size

some people do not like the diversity

but they're all perfect in my eyes

And every now and then

one is broken, chipped, or bruised

people just turn their eyes away

and say it will not do

But I look at my creation

in its beauty sitting there

I know the meaning of true love

for I made this rocking chair

Ross Wright

Crossroads Heather C. Shearer

Tears from a Man

The Reverend speaks on a life's intention

About a lady too well known not to mention,

A voluptuous woman full of youthful ambition

Forced to leave God's wonderful invention.

And all that is heard are whispers of reflection,

A baby bom into a world of death's desolation.

For death's swift hand had left these two in isolation,

Nothing left but trial and tribulation.

A new father's jubilant tears had turned to sorrow

Not ever knowing what might happen tomorrow.

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away.

Tears from a man either way.

Matt West
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Final Duty

Carl Brow

In the predawn. Colonel Montoya stood for a long time in his private quarters looking in the

mirror. He studied the unnaturally smooth tissue of the scar that ran down the length of his right

cheek, a reminder of another time and place. He considered the scar the most honest military deco-

ration he had in a lifetime marked and defined by revolution, war, and military service. His eyes

had stayed dark and intense, but the jet black hair was now silver and thinning. Still, he liked the

face with its forthright features, the face of a soldier, a man who did his duty regardless of personal

cost.

He continued to adjust his uniform, sharply creased, a snug fit on his trim, tanned figure.

His sidearm had been cleaned, checked, and rechecked. Seven bullets were chambered, more

than enough.

The President was scheduled to meet with him today to gather his support for an upcoming

diplomatic mission that was bound to fail, supposed to fail. The President wanted one of his most

popular national heroes to be behind the military invasion that would follow. All this for some

land and the oil it held. Tens of thousands were guaranteed to die on both sides, but like the

chess player he was, the President believed in sacrificing a few pawns to capture a Queen. The

Colonel, though, did not play chess; his game had been the reality of war, and he had seen more

than enough people die for political intrigue and personal vanity. Still, as he tugged at his uni-

form, he could appreciate the idea of sacrifice as a concept. He had used it on the battlefield, and

he had committed himself to using it one more fime. Whether he was jusfified would be for

history to judge; he had seen this type of man emerge from politics before, and he knew there

was only one way to stop the self-righteous. Assassination was not a word he would personally

use; it sounded too political, too sanitary for the grim reality of his final duty.

He thought about the letters in several places to be sent out upon his death or arrest. His

actions and reasons were all laid out for the world to see and judge. Addressed to national and

international media groups, at least a few of these letters would make it to provide some answers

to the questions.

His country, his men, and his family were all that mattered at one time, but now he saw

history and his place in it as a part of the long parade of events. He accepted that he was a small

player, but he could still cause a ripple. He looked at his shoes; the black leather was polished to

a perfect sheen. His valet of many years always did such a good job. He was a man the Colonel

would miss.

He resigned himself to the concept that his life was soon to be over, a curious idea for the

ultimate survivor but, strangely enough, not a depressing idea. In fact, the thought seemed to free

him; the burden of living seemed so small now that there was so little time left. How he died was

the last card he would play, the one element of control he knew he still had. It would be the most

profound statement he could make, a lifetime of service to ideals reduced to a single, pure act of

action and sacrifice. He hoped his country and history would understand his actions and not get

lost in the temporary violence of the moment.

A light tapping at the door caught his attention.

"Colonel, Sir, are you up?" It was his valet.
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"Yes, for several hours now," replied the Colonel.

"If you would like, I can bring you some breakfast, or will you be eating in the mess hall

this morning?" said the valet.

"Here would be fine. I have some things to work on before the President arrives."

"Colonel, we received a message early this morning. The President has canceled his trip due

to heavy fog in the capital city. Is there anything else?"

"No, nothing, thank you."

He turned to get his briefcase but thought better of it. No work today. It should belong to

family and friends. Let the fox run for a while yet; he would be waiting, and the President was

counting on his support. The President would come to him, sooner or later. Besides, what was a

day? A day could be nothing and everything in history, his and the world's. The red morning sun

was just starting to show as he crossed the floor to open the window. The Colonel decided the air

smelled sweet with possibilities.
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Compute This

Poem

Custodian mechanism fixing its foes

Winding down the hands of time

Relieving the cuckoo from its eternal course

Stopping at the median of the human clock

For finally we've reached a breaking point,

The peak of thought in a tickless moment

Then down like waterfalls comes

preceding realization

Causing a wince at the impact

As it collides into a resolution

Aha!

Take the batteries out!

Sweeping back fragments of society

as your mother did when

carelessness caused a crash

Both attempts merely meant to cleanse

The finding of clarity in an environment

Free of political, social, medical, and popular dust

Something related to sincerity, understanding,

and compassion

Looking upon my face as 1 now breathe free

For a polished perfection pleases me

Pat Breshears

April Lewis

Watchers

Watching waiting concentrating

never notice life is fading

busy building so much naught

never notice nothing's wrought

Watching waiting concentrating

doesn't matter life is fading

day and night ever ends

doesn't matter all rescinds

Watching waiting concentrating

someone stop it life is fading

in its wake it shows its lack

someone stop it give it back

Watching waiting concentrating

it's too late life is fading

even as the death knell tolls

it's too late echo souls

Watching waiting concentrating

always know life is fading

Chris Howell
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Knowledge is Power

Throw away those rusty chains;

no longer shall they bring us pain.

Not ever again will they hold us back

just because our skin is Black.

Let our shame be cast aside,

release the guilt and hold the pride.

Never again to be the other man's foe,

no longer afraid to walk through any door.

We must stand tall, never waver,

and be forever proud.

We shall not weaken, fall by the wayside,

nor let sisters and brothers get lost in the crowd.

We will proudly take our seats

in the rooms that educate.

And become positive role models

—

individuals our youth can emulate.

Sharon R. Gibson

Stained Glass

Amy Houser
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Blind A Lizard's Wing

When all the world around me On days of dark clouds,

Rejoices in delight Mornings

I stagnate here, release my fear Molded by

And a greater plight. Moody mist,

Afternoons profusely spilling stem looks;

I reached into the Brightness Disheveled by a moment
To see what I could find Of mangled
But in distress, found nothing less Mistakes,

Than it had made me blind. Adjourned by the forlorn

Judges of the mishap

And as I walk my cold wood floor Motorized smoggy nights

—

From restless sleep till dawn Ah! But the sun

1 invent my own regret Thus beckons,

My imagination's spawn. The moon thus harks

From its isolated island

When 1 try to run screaming In the sky,

Instead 1 tmd delight And we all are in progression.

In, again, my need for sin I am the lizard fly

And a greater plight. Mesmerized mirror of everybody sinking

As she is the lizard's wings.

I reached into the Bright Light The winds'

To see what I could find Incisive season

But I'm hell bound for all I found Penetrating the impossibilities of life.

Was it had made me blind.

Pat Breshears

Kristin Shearin

Last Breath

White wisp of soul curls past her lips, fi"0zen

and azure as the tears on chilled cheeks.

Cold, quivering hands touch to death's chosen,

tenderness sewn in silent words she speaks.

Crimson leaks out on her frost-bitten skin,

heating her now as this man always would.

Holding eve at bay, quieting the wind,

this one last time, he gave all that he could.

Slowly she rises, cast in petals of white.

She wipes at the tears, leaving blood instead,

then turns away and joins the chill of night

ridding his visage from within her head.

She gathers her gold and bows with a grin,

"A pleasure doing business with you again."

Chris Howell
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Butterfly Wings Metamorphosis

Kisses on my face to make me
Smile.

Butterflies flutter around me
In my dreams.

With my net I swing to catch the smallest one.

In my hand she sits

So safe

Not flapping or flying away.

Down swoops and lands her larger friend.

She's happy here, so he leaves again.

Up to my cheeks he goes

To touch my eyes with the gentlest

Of wings.

I giggle in my dreams

Breathe in deep

And realize

It is your lips

On my face.

Teresa Padgett

Caterpillar

Caterpillar's dream

of midnight winds, flying high

on butterfly wings

Chrysalis

Delicate cocoon

wrapped in silky seclusion

transformation soon

Butterfly

Gentle. You 1 pass

Golden butterfly am I

Soft on this spring breeze

Crystal Plew

Missionary Butterflies Sunshine McWane
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College Drinking

Darry'l Kennedy

College students have been drinking for years. People have long speculated over the reasons;

however, most students drink for very simple reasons. Most college administrators and parents

would never believe that age, peer pressure, and the lemming effect would ever apply to institu-

tions of "higher" learning.

Age is a key factor in alcohol consumption by college students. One person who is eighteen

can be young and stupid whereas another person who is eighteen can be very grown-up and mature.

When consumption of alcohol enters the picture, most college students turn into children who have

no clue about what is going on or how badly they are treating their own bodies. The younger the

college student, the worse the situation because moderation is not learned until later on in a drink-

ing career. Seasoned drinkers who have learned moderation can always be spotted; they are the

people who make it into a Jimmy Buffett concert, and they are the ones who go out to bars and have

a good time yet do not have to be wheeled in their front doors on handcarts. On the other hand,

students who have not learned moderation are those seen with their heads in trash cans or, in the

worst case scenario, with tubes stuck in their throats. Moderation is one of those great lessons of

life not taught in school, and like all good lessons, it comes with age and experience.

Another reason students drink is peer pressure. Not one person on this earth has not been

plagued by peer pressure at one time or another. One form of peer pressure occurs when college

students are trying to battle their way into a new group. Unless the school years of life are spent

hugged up to a computer, all students past and present have done this. Groups in college are like

subways; they all run in different directions and all have different quirks about them. In these

groups students meet new people. The only problem with new social groups is that students are not

always accepted right away; thus, they have to work their way into these circles, and this requires

getting in serious trouble in some instances. A common thread binds these college groups: the

insatiable attraction to alcohol. Once people have had a couple of drinks, the edge is smoothed out

and everybody becomes a friend. Peer pressure is just one of those crosses that has to be borne so

that students can grow up and figure out what is and is not worth subjecting themselves to.

Sad as it may be in this day of civil liberties and personal freedoms, almost everybody will

follow a long and antiquated practice just because everyone has always done it that way. Some

people spend their college years huddled up in a comer studying, and others spend them meeting

their best friends for life. No matter what the experience, alcohol is usually part of it. As a result,

college students will come close to sending their kidneys and livers on strike. College students

will drink to no end in college and will pass up buying dinner to be able to afford a twelve pack.

Furthermore, colleges endorse the drinking when officials pass out mugs and can buggers during

orientation and move-in days. Surely they know that students are not going to fill these items

with cold, frosty Pepsi. Conceivably, parents who witness returning students filling laundry

baskets and suitcases with beer might find it a little disconcerting, especially when they are

walking their freshman sons or daughters to that same dormitory.

Ninety-nine percent of students survive with little more than blurry memories and a few

scars, and they think they have alcohol to thank for an awesome college experience. They think

alcohol has been their miracle for meeting people and fitting in. It has kept students' kidneys
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clean from contaminants and in some cases has reworked the Hning of their stomachs, but with-

out alcohol, college students would have never met those kind people at the Waffle House at five

in the morning, and they could never have been at Boj angles before the doors were unlocked. So

why do students drink? They drink because they do not know any better, because they are trying

to win people over, or because their school tells them it is the thing to do.
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Dizzy Ideas Cara Gordon

The Vision mi a Clown

The poet came in from the cold and made his way to the side street window.

She came in behind him and placed her hat on his table behind me.

1 heard the two of them exchanging pleasantries and barbs aimed at no one

But the thing which they both felt good about and believed in.

I heard the pages flipping and the pencil scratching on the crinkling paper

Of a small tablet I believed to be held firmly in his right hand,

And I heard her laughing slowly each time he shared the scribblings with her.

Were they dirty words or dirty pictures or just something so profound

That the only recourse was to laugh?

"It's magic," the muse cackled—I was the only one to hear besides the poet.

"I've sprinkled them with love and made the words taste good!"

I believe I was the only one to believe that there was anything besides the writer

Sitting at that booth—a lithesome thing who must've stared into his soul.

"Oh, he's so jealous," another muse said, pointing a pixie-like finger at me
Sitting sulking and burning quietly in a lonely comer of a lonelier cafe.

Yet another raised her glass to me. To me! The nerve of them to do so!

I flipped them the bird and wished them to be gone, evaporated.

I, the failed poet, the museless observer, the writer's John the Baptist!

Jeff Williams
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Word Painting

Color me with words

Visions from the heart

Draw the flame inside

A script to play the part

Illustrate my emotions

With your poetic pen

Seduce the verse

Create the sin

Compose a picture

That will inspire

The artistic love

Of passion's fire

Jennifer Benfield

Gel Pen

Just give me
a gel pen

barrel custom made

metallic blue

ink as juicy as berries

raspberry red, ultra violet

or champagne mauve

then watch

my writing flow

out

of

control.

Katherine Wolfe
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The Frog Hunter

Brenda Sittig

Most mornings the aroma of freshly baked biscuits awakened me. My mom baked at least two

batches each day, one for breakfast and one for supper. How I loved them with jelly or molasses! My
daddy liked to concoct a mixture ofpeanut butter and molasses so he could "sop" it up with his biscuits.

He always managed to get some on his chin, and I would laugh.

I grew up in an old, white house situated on a farm about halfway between Newton Grove and

Dunn. My parents didn't own the house but rented it from the man who tended the farm. There were

cows, but they didn't belong to us. I used to stand at the fence and watch the cows for what seemed like

hours at a time. I even got to witness the birth of a calf I just knew the poor mama was dying.

Spring and summer months hold the fondest memories ofmy childhood. Because my older brother

and sister were in school, I had to find ways to entertain myself Constructing frog villages out of the

soft mud in the field by our home became my most ''fun" thing to do. I made the huts by packing soft

dirt around my foot and slowly pulling my foot out. Dirt too soft or too muddy would cause the huts to

collapse. I knew exactly which kind of dirt made the best huts.

Completing my village, I was off to find the frogs that would occupy it. I couldn't allow them to

hop away, so I tucked them away in my pockets until I had enough to fill the huts. Occasionally, I would

forget to take one out, and my mom would find it while washing clothes. Of course, by then the frog

was dead, and my mom was not happy at all.

Besides playing with frogs, 1 also loved to play with the other animals around our house. We had

two ponies, Sally and Jeannie; a sow pig. Petunia; a hamster. Tiny Tim; and too many dogs to name.

When Tiny Tim died, my mom and I gave him a proper burial, placing him in a mayonnaise jar and

burying him by a big tree in our yard.

In the wintertime, our house was very cold; our only means of heat was an old wood burner in the

living room. My mom kept the kitchen warm by leaving the oven door open while we were eating. At

night when my brother, sister, and I would crawl into the bed we shared, Mom would heap quilts on top

of us, so many we were trapped beneath their weight.

Although we didn't have a lot of money, I never heard my parents complain. We always seemed to

be happy, and we loved each other very much. One day my daddy announced that we were moving to

Goldsboro. When moving day finally came, 1 was both happy and sad, happy because we were going to

a new place and sad because we had to give our ponies away.

The old white house I remember isn't there any more. A more modern house occupies the farm.

But when I go by there, I still see a skinny little girl with long, blonde curly hair running around to

gather frogs. I still smell those homemade biscuits.

^^^^
Mv Mom Thinks It s Cool Chantal Thornton
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Sunday Shoes Hillarie Taylor

Whimsy

The world has

Pearls of wisdom

Pearls of great price

Cultured pearls

The world needs

A Purrl of whimsy

A Purrl of great style

A cultured Purrl

A cat

In a plaid dress

Or bunny slippers

Or a feathered mask

Or red sneakers

Surprise

Laughter So Long and Thanksfor All the Shoes Chantal Thornton
Whimsy

Ann Spicer
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Buddy April Lewis
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